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Spontaneous neuronal activity as a self-organized
critical phenomenon
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Abstract. Neuronal avalanches are a novel mode of activity in neuronal networks, experimentally
found in vitro and in vivo, and exhibit a robust critical behaviour. Avalanche activity can be modelled
within the self-organized criticality framework, including threshold �ring, refractory period and
activity-dependent synaptic plasticity. The size and duration distributions con�rm that the system
acts in a critical state, whose scaling behaviour is very robust. Next, we discuss the temporal
organization of neuronal avalanches. This is given by the alternation between states of high and
low activity, named up and down states, leading to a balance between excitation and inhibition
controlled by a single parameter. During these periods both the single neuron state and the network
excitability level, keeping memory of past activity, are tuned by homeostatic mechanisms. Finally,
we verify if a system with no characteristic response can ever learn in a controlled and reproducible
way. Learning in the model occurs via plastic adaptation of synaptic strengths by a non-uniform
negative feedback mechanism. Learning is a truly collective process and the learning dynamics
exhibits universal features. Even complex rules can be learned provided that the plastic adaptation
is suf�ciently slow.
Keywords: spontaneous activity; neural networks; learning.
PACS: 05.65.+b, 05.45.Tp, 89.75.-k, 87.19.L-

INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous neuronal activity generally exhibits slow oscillations between high activity
periods, or bursts, followed by substantially quiet periods. Bursts can last from a few
to several hundreds of milliseconds and, if analysed at a �ner temporal scale, show
a complex structure in terms of neuronal avalanches. In vitro experiments allow to
record avalanches [1, 2] from mature organotypic cultures of rat somatosensory cortex
where they spontaneously emerge in super�cial layers. The size and duration of neuronal
avalanches follow power law distributions with very stable exponents, which is a typical
feature of a system acting in a critical state, where large �uctuations are present and
the response does not have a characteristic size. The same critical behaviour has been
measured also in vivo from rat cortical layers during early post-natal development
[3], from the cortex of awake adult rhesus monkeys [4], using microelectrode array
recordings, as well as for dissociated neurons from rat hippocampus [5, 6] or leech
ganglia [6]. Recent results have shown that the critical dynamics in the brain resting
state is a necessary condition for many brain functions [7].

The quiet periods measured between bursts, also called down-states, can last up to
several seconds. The emergence of these down-states can be attributed to a variety of
mechanisms: a decrease in the neurotransmitter released by each synapse, either due to
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the exhaustion of available synaptic vesicles or to the increase of a factor inhibiting the
release [8] such as the nucleoside adenosine [9], the blockage of receptor channels by
the presence, for instance, of external magnesium [10], or else spike adaptation [11].
A down-state is therefore characterized by a disfacilitation, i.e. absence of synaptic
activity, of a large number of neurons causing long-lasting returns to resting potentials
[12] and its onset presents a high level of synchrony. Recently, it was shown analytically
and numerically that self-organized critical behaviour characterizes up-states, whereas
down-states are subcritical [13].

Whereas action potentials are rare during down-states, small amplitude depolarizing
potentials, reminiscent of miniature potentials from spontaneous synaptic release, and
some synaptic input occur at higher frequencies. The non-linear ampli�cation of small
amplitude signals contributes to the generation of larger depolarizing events bringing the
system back into the up-state, as observed in cortical slabs [14], dissociated cultures [15]
and slice cultures [16]. The analysis of the amount of time striatal spiny neurons [17, 18]
and cortical pyramidal neurons [19] spend at each value of the membrane potential
shows that both cell types toggle between two preferred membrane potentials [20]: A
very negative one in the down state, and a more positive, depolarized one, in the up-
state. The neuron up-state being just a few millivolts from the action potential threshold,
suggests that during the up-state neurons respond faster and more selectively to synaptic
inputs. For cortical neurons the up-state would be a metastable state, i.e. the membrane
potential would soon decay down to the resting potential value, if network mechanisms
would not sustain the activity. The up-state has therefore network, rather than cellular,
properties.

The temporal organization of neuronal avalanches can be characterized by means of
the waiting time distribution. Each avalanche is characterized by its size si, its starting
and ending times, t ii and t fi . The properties of temporal occurrence are analysed by
evaluating the distribution of waiting times Δti= t ii+1−t

f
i . This is a fundamental property

of stochastic processes, widely investigated for natural phenomena [21] and able to
discriminate between a simple Poisson and a correlated process. Indeed, in the �rst
case the distribution is an exponential, whereas it exhibits a more complex behaviour
with power law regime if correlations are present. For a wide variety of phenomena,
earthquakes, solar �ares, rock fracture, etc., this distribution always shows a monotonic
behaviour. In a recent paper [22] this distribution has been analysed for freely behaving
and anaesthetized rats. The distributions show consistently a decreasing behaviour.
Universal scaling features are observed when waiting times are rescaled by the average
occurrence rate for freely behaving rats, whereas curves for anaesthetized rats do not
collapse onto a unique function.

Recently, the waiting time distribution has been measured for different cultures of rat
cortex slices [23]. The curves exhibit a complex non-monotonic behaviour with com-
mon features: an initial power law regime and a local minimum followed by a more or
less pronounced maximum (Fig. 1). More precisely, all curves show an initial power
law regime between 10 and about 200ms, with an average exponent 2.15± 0.32. For
Δt > 200ms curves can become quite different with the common characteristics of a lo-
cal minimum located at 200ms < Δtmin < 1s, followed by a more or less pronounced
maximum at Δt � 1− 2s. This behaviour is not usually observed in natural phenom-
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FIGURE 1. (Color online) The distribution of waiting times for seven different slices of rat cortex. Ex-
periments were performed on coronal slices from rat dorsolateral cortex attached to a poly-D-lysine coated
60-microelectrode array and grown at 35.5 oC in normal atmosphere and standard culture medium with-
out antibiotics for 4-6 weeks before recording. Avalanche activity was measured from cortex-striatum-
substantia nigra triple cultures or single cortex cultures as reported previously[1].

ena and suggests that avalanche occurrence is not a pure Poisson process. In order to
investigate the origin of this behaviour, we simulate avalanche activity by a neuronal
network model [24, 25, 26], which is able to reproduce the scaling properties of neu-
ronal avalanches.

NEURONALMODEL

We here discuss a neuronal network model inspired in self-organized criticality ideas
[27]. The model implements several physiological properties of real neurons: a continu-
ous membrane potential, �ring at threshold, synaptic plasticity and pruning [24, 25, 26].
We consider N neurons at the nodes of the chosen network, characterized by their poten-
tial vi. The neuron positions will then be ordered in space for regular lattices and small
world networks, organized in a hierarchical manner for the Apollonian network and ran-
domly chosen in two dimensions for the scale-free and fully connected networks. To
each neuron we assign an out-going connectivity degree, kout , on the chosen lattice. We
implement scale-free networks according to the distribution measured by fMRI mea-
surements of ongoing activity in humans [28]. Each neuron has a degree equal to a
random number between kminout = 2 and kmaxout = 100 according to the probability distri-
bution n(kout) ∝ k−2

out . The two neurons are chosen according to a distance dependent
probability, p(r) ∝ e−r/5<r>, where r is their spatial distance [29]. Once the network
of output connections is established, we identify the resulting degree of in-connections,
kin j , for each neuron j. To each synaptic connection we assign an initial random strength
gi j, where gi j �= g ji, and to each neuron randomly either an excitatory or an inhibitory
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character, with a fraction pin of inhibitory synapses. Whenever at time t the value of the
potential at a site i is above a certain threshold vi ≥ vmax, the neuron sends action poten-
tials which arrive to each of the kouti pre-synaptic buttons and lead to a total production
of neurotransmitter proportional to vi. As a consequence, the total charge that could en-
ter into connected neurons is proportional to vikouti . Each of them receives charge in
proportion to the strength of the synapses gi j

v j(t+1) = v j(t)±
vi(t)kouti
kin j

gi j(t)
∑k gik(t)

(1)

where the sum is extended to all out-going connections of i. The normalization by
kin j in Eq.(2) insures a controlled �ring behaviour for neurons with a high number
of in-going terminals, whereas the plus or minus sign is for excitatory or inhibitory
synapses, respectively. In regular networks neurons have the same number of ingoing
and outgoing connections, therefore Eq.(1) reduces to the simpler expression v j(t+1) =
v j(t)± vi(t)

gi j(t)
∑k gik(t)

. The same consideration holds for small world networks.
The �ring rate of real neurons is limited by the refractory period, i.e. the brief period

after the generation of an action potential during which a second action potential is
dif�cult or impossible to elicit. The practical implication of refractory periods is that
the action potential does not propagate back toward the initiation point and therefore
is not allowed to reverberate between the cell body and the synapse. In our model,
once a neuron �res, it remains quiescent for one time step and it is therefore unable
to accept charge from �ring neighbours. This ingredient indeed turns out to be crucial
for a controlled functioning of our numerical model. In this way an avalanche of charges
can propagate far from the input through the system. The initial values of the neuron
potentials are uniformly distributed random numbers and the value of vmax is �xed equal
to 6 in all simulations. Moreover, a small fraction (10%) of neurons is chosen to be
output sites, i.e. an open boundary, with a zero �xed potential, playing the role of sinks
for the charge. They model neurons connected to neurons not belonging to the slice
and avoid that an excess to charge in�ux would lead to supercritical behaviour. Each
time neuronal activity stops in the network, an external stimulus is necessary to trigger
further activity, which therefore mimics the nutrients from the bath needed to keep a real
neuronal network alive. This stimulus consists in increasing the potential of a random
neuron by a random quantity uniformly distributed between 0 and vmax.

During the propagation of an avalanche according to Eq. (1), we identify the bonds
connecting two successively active neurons, namely neurons whose activity is corre-
lated. The strength of their connections is increased proportionally to the activity of the
synapse, namely the membrane potential variation of the post-synaptic neuron induced
by the presynaptic neuron

gi j(t+1) = gi j(t)+α(v j(t+1)− v j(t))/vmax (2)

where α a dimensionless parameter. Once an avalanche of �rings comes to an end, the
strength of all inactive synapses is reduced by the average strength increase per bond

Δg= ∑
i j,t

δgi j(t)/Na (3)
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FIGURE 2. The distributions of avalanche size (circles), duration (square) and the total potential
variation during one avalanche (triangle) for 100 con�gurations of scale-free network with N = 16000
neurons (α = 0.6, Np = 10000, pin = 0.05). The dashed line has a slope -1.5, whereas the dot-dashed
line has a slope -2.1. The continuous line represents the experimental distribution of avalanche sizes in rat
cortex slices. Experimental data are shifted for better comparison.

where Na is the number of bonds active in the previous avalanche. Here α is the only
parameter controlling both the strengthening and the weakening rule in the Hebbian
plasticity and represents the ensemble of all possible physiological factors in�uencing
synaptic plasticity. By implementing these rules, our neuronal network "memorizes" the
most used paths of discharge by increasing their strength, whereas the less solicited
synapses slowly atrophy. Indeed, once the strength of a bond is below an assigned small
value gt = 10−4, we remove it, i.e. set its strength equal to zero, which corresponds to
the so-called pruning.

We implement synaptic plasticity rules during a series of Np stimuli in order to let the
activity tune the synaptic strengths, initially set at random. The extension of the plastic
adaptation procedure then represents the level of experience, or age, of the system,
whose response we monitor over a time-scale much shorter than the one needed for
structural adaptation.

Avalanche activity

After "aging" the system applying plasticity rules during Np external stimuli, we sub-
mit the system to a new sequence of stimuli with no modi�cation of synaptic strengths.
The response of the system to this second sequence models the spontaneous activity of
a trained neuronal network with a given level of experience. We analyse this activity by
measuring the avalanche size distribution n(s) and the time duration distribution n(T).

We measure the distribution of neuronal avalanche sizes, de�ned either as the total
number of �ring neurons, or as the sum of their voltage variations during an avalanche.
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This distribution exhibits a power law behaviour, with an exponent equal to 1.5± 0.1,
quite stable with respect to parameters. This scaling behaviour is also robust for densi-
ties of inhibitory synapses up to 10%, whereas the scaling behaviour is lost for higher
densities. Moreover, the distribution of avalanche temporal durations is also a power law
with an exponent close to −2.0. Both these values show an excellent agreement with ex-
perimental data. Extensive studies have veri�ed that the critical behaviour of avalanche
distributions does not depend on parameter values or network properties (regular, small-
world, Apollonian networks). Results imilar to the ones for random initial conductances
are found for equal initial conductances. The dependence of the critical behaviour on
synaptic strengths has been recently investigated in networks of integrate-and-�re neu-
rons [30]. Only for fully connected networks, which undergo plastic adaptation routines
of different length, all networks exhibit supercritical behaviour, namely an excess of
very large avalanches, due to the high level of connectivity in the system [31]. More-
over, these scaling properties do not depend on system size, indicating that the network
is in a critical state and self-regulates, by adjusting synaptic strengths, producing the
observed scale-invariant behaviour.

Implementation of up and down states

In order to model the waiting time distribution measured experimentally,we imple-
ment the alternation between up and down-states, both at the level of a single neuron
potential and a network state [23]. At the end of each avalanche we measure its size
in terms of the sum of depolarizations δvi of all active neurons, sΔv = ∑δvi. If the last
avalanche is larger than a threshold, sΔv > sminΔv , the system transitions into a down-state
and neurons active in the last avalanche become hyperpolarized proportionally to their
previous activity, namely we reset

vi = vi−hδvi (4)

where h > 0. This equation implies that each neuron is hyperpolarized proportionally
to its previous activity, i.e. its potential is the lower, the higher its potential variation
in the previous avalanche δvi. This rule introduces a short range memory at the level
of a single neuron and models a number of possible mechanisms: the local inhibition
experienced by a neuron, due to spike adaptation, adenosine accumulation, synaptic
vesicle depletion, etc.

Conversely, if the avalanche just ended has a size sΔv ≤ sminΔv , the system either will
remain, or will transition into an up-state. All neurons �ring in the previous avalanche
are not set equal to zero resting potential but to the depolarized value

vi = vmax(1− sΔv/sminΔv ) (5)

The neuron potential then depends on the response of the whole network via sΔv, in
agreement with measurements of the neuronal membrane potential which remains close
to the �ring threshold in the up-state. sminΔv controls the extension of the up-state and
therefore the level of excitability of the system. The high activity in the up-state must be
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FIGURE 3. (Color online) Waiting time distributions measured experimentally are compared with
the average numerical distributions for 100 networks with N = 64000 neurons. Left: numerical curve
(sminΔv = 140 and h = 0.017) �tting the experimental curve with blue squares in Fig. 1; Right: numerical
curve (sminΔv = 110 and h = 0.02) �tting the experimental curve with red diamonds in Fig. 1. For both
experimental curves the best agreement is reached by numerical curves with R � 10−4. In the inset the
waiting time distribution evaluated separately in the up and downstate. Statistical error bars not shown are
comparable to the symbol size.

sustained by collective effects in the network, otherwise the depolarized potentials would
soon decay to zero, and therefore the random stimulation in the up-state has an amplitude
that depends on past activity. Eqs. (4) and (5) each depend on a single parameter, h and
sminΔv , which introduce a memory effect at the level of single neuron activity and the
entire system, respectively. In order to reproduce the behavior observed experimentally,
the parameters sminΔv and h are controlled separately. However, simulations show that the
ratio R = h/sminΔv is the only relevant quantity controlling the temporal organization of
avalanches.

Numerical simulations show that the system indeed switches between up and down
states, with different temporal durations. The numerical waiting time distributions (Fig.
3) exhibit the non-monotonic behaviour of the experimental curves, where the position
of the minimum is controlled by the value of sminΔv and the power law regime scales with
the same exponent ∼ −2 as experimental data. The different contribution from the two
states is re�ected in the activity temporal scale. The up-state generates strongly clustered
avalanches, originating the power law regime of the waiting time distribution, whose
extension depends on sminΔv . Large Δt between avalanches generated in the upstate are ob-
served with a very small probability, which increases with decreasing h. Conversely, the
waiting time distribution evaluated in the down-state has a bell-shaped behaviour cen-
tered at large intertimes which depends on h, i.e. for a larger disfacilitation of the network
the probability to observe intermediate waiting times decreases in favour of long Δt. The
presence of the minimum and the height of the relative maximum are sample dependent
(Fig. 1) and for each sample the agreement between numerical and experimental data
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depends on the subtle balance between excitation and inhibition. For different samples,
optimal agreement is realized when the ratio R= h/sminΔv � 10−4. Enhancing excitation,
by increasing the threshold value sminΔv , produces a major shift in the data. Increasing
inhibition, by increasing the parameter h, generates the opposite effect, recovering the
good agreement with experimental data. Interestingly, the avalanche size and duration
distributions also reproduce the experimental scaling behaviour for the parameter values
expressing the balance between excitatory and inhibitory components. The abrupt tran-
sition between the up and down-state, controlled by a threshold mechanism, generates
the minimum observed experimentally.

LEARNING

Here we discuss the learning performance of this neuronal network acting in a critical
state [26]. We apply Boolean rules at input neurons and we monitor the response at one
output neuron. These nodes are randomly placed in the network under the condition
that they are not boundary sites and they are mutually separated on the network by kd
nodes. kd represents the chemical distance on the network and plays the role of the
number of hidden layers in a perceptron. We test the ability of the network to learn
different rules: AND, OR, XOR and a random rule RAN with three inputs. A single
learning step requires the application of the entire sequence of states at the input neurons,
monitoring the state of the output neuron. For each rule the binary value 1 is identi�ed
with the output neuron �ring, namely the neuron membrane potential at a value greater
or equal to vmax at some time during the activity. Conversely, the binary state 0 at the
output neuron corresponds to the physiological state of a real neuron which has been
depolarized but fails to reach the �ring threshold membrane potential during the entire
avalanche propagation. Once the input sites are stimulated, we let the avalanche evolve
to its end according to Eq. 1. If at the end of the avalanche the propagation of charge
did not reach the output neuron, we consider that the state of the system was unable
to respond to the given stimulus, and as a consequence to learn. We therefore increase
uniformly the potential of all neurons by units of a small quantity, β = 0.01, until the
con�guration reaches a state where the output neuron is �rst perturbed. We then compare
the state of the output neuron with the desired output.

Plastic adaptation is applied to the system according to a non-uniform negative feed-
back algorithm. Namely, if the output neuron is in the correct state according to the rule,
we keep the value of synaptic strengths. Conversely, if the response is wrong we mod-
ify the strengths of those synapses involved in the information propagation by ±α/dk,
where dk is the chemical distance of the presynaptic neuron from the output neuron. The
sign of the adjustment depends on the mistake made by the system: If the output neuron
fails to be in a �ring state we increase the used synapses by a small additive quantity
proportional to α . Synaptic strengths are instead decreased by if the expected output
0 is not ful�lled. This adaptation rule intends to mimic the feedback to the wrong an-
swer triggered locally at the output site, for instance by some hormons, and propagating
backward towards the input sites.

We �rst analyse the dependence of the learning performance on the number of neu-
rons. Indeed, as the system size increases the number of highly connected neurons be-
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FIGURE 4. Percentage of con�gurations learning the XOR rule as function of the number of learning
steps, for α = 0.005, kd = 3, the initial minimum connectivity degree equal to 3 and different numbers of
neurons N (from 250 to 1000 bottom to top).

comes larger. A well connected system provides better performances, therefore we could
expect that the size dependence re�ects the same effect. In Fig. 4 we show data for a set
of parameters and different system sizes. The learning performance indeed improves
with the system size since the overall level of connectivity improves for larger systems.
Next we check the ability of the system to learn the different rules. The fraction of
con�gurations learning the AND rule versus the number of learning steps for different
values of the plastic adaptation strength α . We notice that the larger the value of α the
sooner the system starts to learn the rule, however the �nal percentage of learning con�g-
urations is lower. The �nal rate of success increases as the strength of plastic adaptation
decreases. This result is due to the highly non-linear dynamics of the model, where �ring
activity is an all or none event controlled by the threshold. The result that all rules give
a higher percentage of success for weaker plastic adaptation, is in agreement with re-
cent experimental �ndings on visual perceptual learning, where better performances are
measured when minimal changes in the functional network occur as a result of learning
[32].

CONCLUSIONS

Extensive simulations have shown that a novel brain model with activity dependent
plasticity, implemented on different lattices is able to capture the main statistical features
of spontaneous brain activity. The ingredients of the model are close to most functional
and topological properties of real neuronal networks. The avalanche size and duration
distributions show a power law behaviour with exponents 1.5 ± 0.1 and 2.0 ± 0.1,
respectively, compatible the values found experimentally for neuronal avalanches. The
complex non-monotonic temporal organization of neuronal avalanches is controlled by
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the system balance level between excitation and inhibition expressed by the parameter
R. Avalanches are temporally correlated in the up-state, whereas down-states are long
term recovery periods where memory of past activity is erased. The good agreement
with experimental data indicates that the transition from an up-state to a down-state
has a high degree of synchronization. Moreover it con�rms that alternation between up
and down-states is the expression of a homeostatic regulation which, during periods of
high activity, is activated to control the excitability of the system and avoid pathological
behaviour. These collective effects must be supported by the single neuron behaviour,
which toggles between two preferential states, a depolarized one in the up-state and a
hyperpolarized one in the down-state. The model con�rms that the depolarized neuron
state is a network effect: the avalanche activity itself determines how close to the �ring
threshold a neuron stays in the up-state. Conversely, the hyperpolarized state is a form
of temporal auto-correlation in the neuron activity. Finally, the investigation of the
learning ability of this model has evidenced that the learning dynamics is a cooperative
mechanism where all neurons contribute to select the right answer and negative feedback
is provided in a non-uniform way. Despite the complexity of the problem and the high
number of degrees of freedom involved at each step of the iteration, the system can
learn successfully even complex rules. The neuronal network has a “universal" learning
dynamics, even complex rules can be learned provided that the plastic adaptation is
suf�ciently slow.
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